
Stargas Utilities Ltd.
2475 Dobbin Road, Unit 3

PO Box 26039, West Kelowna
British Columbia, V4T 2G3

British Columbia Utilities Commission
Sixth Floor,900 Howe Street,
Vancouver, B.C. V6Z 2N3

January 27,20L7

Subject: Stargas Response to SSPOA lnformation request No. 2

Dear Ms. Hamilton:

The information requests of the SSPOA follow below:

Question 1A: Please confirm that, according to its response to BCUC 10.6, Stargas does not maintain and

is unable to provide timesheets similar to PDF pages 6-9 of Exhibit B-10.

If not confirmed, to help understand the double billing, what activities are associated with the
management time invested in sourcing natural gas, and the basis for Stargas'management fee forecast,

please provide scans of the original monthly time sheets for the past 12 months (January -December
2016).

Response; Stargas management, Okanagan Funding, does not double bill. Stargas will comment on

SSPOA's inappropriate, and unfounded, use of disparaging teffns in argument. When Mr. Blumes (senior)

completes a task that would, in other circumstances have been mmpleted by Mr. Blumes fiunior) his

aggregate time is, where appropriate to the wor* involved, recorded at two separate rates - generally one

half hour at the executive rate with the balance at that of the accountant.

Stargas management, Okanagan funding, does not maintain timesheets that follow the same categories
of expenses as identified in the Management Fees budget included at page 13 of its Application (Ex. B-1).

The timesheets provided at pages 6-9 of Exhibit B-10 were prepared to refuct specifics of the time spent
in that period; in the normal course, each of those expending time on Stargas management include their
hours on an email or called in their hours but do not generally identify, as does the budget, the details of
where the time spent (other than, an occasional reference to where unusual hours incurred). Stargas
does not have monthly time sheets for the past 12 months (January - October 2016). As noted in our
response to Commission Second Round of Information Requests, response 16.2, Stargas is we unable to
provide details of time incurred prior to October 2016 due to its inability to retrieve emaib received and

sent from our corporate office computer that failed mid-October. In the usual protocol, time spent by

either of Okanagan Funding associates is forwarded to the office by phone or email and, along with Mr.
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Blumes senio/s time, these monthly totals are used to enter the management fee recorded by recurring
monthly joumal entry in the company accounts. Mr. Blumes senior, has in the past, tracked his time on

scratch pads through each month, which are discarded following generation of the monthly management
fee entry ln the Stargas ledger. Given the current level of interest in executive time expended by Mr.

Blumes, his reporb will, in future, maintain a record of both time and details of each months activity.

A table summarizing time records available to Stargas follows:
Per ledger MAB -app MAB -app MAB =xc MAB -exc MAB -acct MAB -acct Murray Murray Mike Mike Non-App

Hours $1M.26 Hours $144.26 Hours $69.24 Hours $46.16 Hours $69,24 Total

June $ 10,000 Note 1 nla nta Note 2

July 7,000 nla rla
August 6,600 13 $ 1,842 nla 41.5 $ 1,916

September 11,OO0 24 3,62 nla nta

October 6,000 8-5 1,226 nla 6 $ 2J23
Nolember 1O,O0O 31 4,472 14 $2,O2O 18 $1.24€' 49 $ 2,262 12.5 $8m $6,393

December 11,000 16.5 2,380 15.5 $2,236 13.5 5935 50 $ 2,308 14 $969 $6,448

$ 61,600

n/a: not available

Notel: Preparation of annual report to the BCUC and submission to bank for credit renewal

The table reflects the ledger balance (Stargas accounting records) rcflecting management fees accumulated to

December 31o,2016 in the test year. The November/December arnounts are reflective ofwinter months, there are

modest time savinp through the summer months; Stargas cunent estimate of non-application fees, $78,400 (6

months at $6,400, six months at $6,000 and $4,000 for preparation of working papers for KPMG and next year

budget

Please refer to the BCUC response to IR 2, Question 18.1 for a detaibd description of management time
expended in sourcing natural gas.

Okanagan Funding management fee forecast was based on time awarded to each of the tasks in prior
years budgets , as well as to Stargas' assessment of current circumstances; for example, aware that
Stargas would be filing applications on both commodity and delivery pricing, Stargas included twelve
additional executive hours necessary to updating its planning file in which we maintain forecasts for the
coming years. That file currently contains, first looks at operations through each of fiscal years ending May

3L,2Ot7 through to May 31,2024 and allows us to contemplate financing altematives, projected

volumes, and to be in a position (as subsequently determined as necessary) to address information

sought in BCUC interncgatories. As well, after Stargas' visit to the resoft and meeting with executives,

Stargas minimally increased its budget for executive time \in the expectation that there would be follow

up on prospective opportunities for additional underctanding/engagement with the resort in spring 2017.

Question 18: Please provide a typewritten version of Mr. Blumes'handwritten time sheet (B-10

Page 9), as the handwriting is difficult to interpret and a carries a risk of error^

Response: The SSPOA is aware that time incurred in responding to its information requests

accumulate to the cost of Stargas ratepayers. Stargas has therefore requested that Okanagan
Funding prepare the typewritten request at the clerical rate of $10 per half hour.
2li' .,':.'
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Date

1.1./12/2016

71./18/2076

11./221201.6

L1"/27 /20L6

1.1./28/2016

tL/30/20L6

7215/2016

t2/9/201.6

12/2/20t6

12/3/20t6

t2/7/2016

n/8/2A1.6

t2/8/20t6

12/s/201.6

]-2/L1./2016

1.2h2120L6

Description

Management time to be detailed

Ken Fuhr/Markets

FAES consultant -system

Mike -issues

Ken Fuhr - commodity

Dispute - FAE extra billing

dispute

dispute

Check prelim bank

Check online payment error

Finalize bank rec

Billing discrepancy

Manipulate file & instruction to AC

New customer billing adjust as

necessary in Simply

Review month end to date

Post recurring entries, file PST/GST

returns and update continuity schedules

AccountinA

1

0.5

2

2

3.s

2

Executive

1.5

2

0.5

1.5

1.5

2.5

1.5

0.5

0.5

Totals 18

Question 1C: Please confirrn, or otherwise explain, that: (i) most customers receive hard copy bills from

FortisBC Energy on Stargas letterhead, (ii) Stargas has approximately 52 *'online" customers, who receive

PDF versions of their bill by e-mail instead of paper versions by regular mail, and (iii) some online

customers receive both electronic and hard copy versions of their bill.

Response: After Stargas reviews and approves the billing produced within the FAES offices,
Stargas authorizes FAES' printing and mailing the invoices. The system has a facility whereby,
Stargas can on the billing master file identify those customers whose bill is not to be mailed.
However, as noted in Exhibit B-3, IR response 9b, FAES system does not have within the current
version of its software the ability to email statements. In a number of instances, customers
have requested both a hard and email copy. Stargas receives a file of the invoices that are to be

emailed to customers, and our administrator, in a manual process, attaches each invoice to an
individual customer email. In December 2016, Stargas had a total of 287 customers; 54 of these
received their invoices by email (a number of those also receiving hard copies sent by mail by
FAES).

Question 1D: What is the typical total of accountant and administration hours in a month to
process the billing and payments for online customers?

Response: Online payments are allocated to individual customers utilizing a TD Bank facility

lhat produces a record for each payment made - these are/ however/ on occasion recorded on
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our bank statement in combination with other on line payments so that reconciliation between

the total generated from the banks on line payment report system and those appearing on the
bank statement can be made difficult. Administration time to identify the account for each

payment and record those within the FAES billing receipt routine will regularly involve 3 hours

per month. Accounting time to summarize on line payments from the bank statement also

takes 3 hours. Should accounts not reconcile, accounting time escalate (double) for this task.

Question 1E: What are the typical monthly bank charges associated with processing online

payments?

Response: The cost in December 2Ot6 was $162, which is representative of ski-season receipts; in

off-season months a representative amount $120.

2.O Stargas Utilities'BCUC Application Costs

2.1 The Stargas application (Exhibit B-1) dated September 26,2016 was submitted on September 30,

2016. In that application Stargas estimated the msts on Page 12 as:

"The utility forecasts management fees of $88,127 through the test year; included in that
estimate is a $6,000 increment anticipated as that relating to the preparation of the "delivery
price change and refinancing" camponents of this application."

2.2ln Exhibit B-2 submitted on November 14, 2Ot6 the following responses to the Commission's IR No1

were provided:

"70.9 Please provide a breakdown of the $6,000 estimate into accounting and executive
time by hours and dollars.

Response: The time has escalated dramatically from the estimate included in the filing; including

time Stargas Delivery Rate 16 BCUC IR No. 1 through to submission of this response and that of
the Resort Association, I'd recorded 83 hours as executive time (additional hours incurred

deemed non-productive were not included - approximates a further 10 hours) at the proposed
rate of $L4.26 per hour results in a cost to date for the delivery and commodity application of
$11,973 - 14 hours was included in the regular schedule so that the estimate of
additional time - $91954. As the file will record, now severalyeans ago,I appealed the rate

allowed providing collateral material indicating that it other capacities, albeit with overhead
significantly greater than do I now incur, that I'd charged clients in excess of $350 per hour and
am currently consultjng on an assignment at $200 per hour. I making mention of that history as

referential only.

10.10 Please provide the rate impact of deferring and amortizing the rate case cost
over two years.

Response: Please refer to the Stargas response to BCUC IR#2, Q13.1.

Question 2A: Please provide the breakdown of the initially requested $6,000 estimate into

accounting and executive time by hours and dollars.
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Response: All of the time included in the $6,000 was executive time at the executive rate.

Question 28: Does the statement "the 14 hours that was included in the regular schedule" reflect 14

hours of Mr. Blumes'time, implying that the remainder of the $6,000 reflects someone else's time (14 X

$144.26 = $2016.54)? If yes, whose time? If no, please explain more clearly how the

14 hours mentioned relate to the original budget of $6,000 quoted in Exhibit B-1.

Response: All ofthe time allocated to applications is that ofMr. Blumes.

Exhibit 82 continues with the question:"10.77 Please provide actual management fee hours and
dollars used by Okanagan Funding Ltd. to prepare the 2012 Rafes Application.

Response: As reflected in the table atZC Okanagan Funding billed Stargas for 43 hours in the preparation of
the20l2 rate application - at that time Mr. Blumes rate was $137.56 so that his cost for the 2012 application

was $5,915.

Question 2C: The table provided in response to Question 10.11 (B-2 Page 16) is undated, but the total

of $76,600 matches the year-end total for May 2012. However, as Stargas filed the 2012 Rates

Application on August 77, 2012 and the Commission issued its decision on Oetober 29, 2012, the table

should reflect the test year. Please confirm the table reflec[s the hours charged to Stargas by Okanagan

Funding Ltd. for the previous year (i.e., June 2011 - May 2OL2).

To properly respond to the original request, please also provide the work papers filed with

Stargas'accountants for the same test year (i.e., year ending May 2013)

Response: The SSPOA is correct in describing the table at P16 Exhibit B-2 as that describing

management fees charged by OKF to Stargas for the fiscal year ended May 31, 20L2. The recap

of hours incurred supplied to KPMG was the following:
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Recap of Hours Billed

June 
ttfro t5 o *,,, o t* t* 

Y/E prep

July 41.A 7 .0 15.5 0.5 14.0

August 39.0 9.0 16.0 1.0 15.0 Full rate application
September 42.0 11.0 18.0 - 19.0 Full rate application

October 34.0 2A.5 15.0 - 9.0 Queries - app
November 29.0 7.A 16.0 - 7.5
December 45.A 8,0 17.A - 9.5

January 41 .0 9.0 15.0 - 10.0

February 33.5 6.5 14.0 - 11.0 PST
March 35.0 11.0 18.0 - 22.0
April 43.0 9.0 27.0 1.0 19.0
May 36.0 3.0 31.0. 0.5 26.0 Y/E PreP

457.5 109,0 220.5 3.0 184.0

Rates per G-157- 66.03 66.03 66.03 44"02 137.56
12

Management fees $30,209 $ 7,197 $14,560 $ 132 $ 25,311 $ 77,4O9

$ 77,409

Rounded to $ 77,400

Question 2D: Given the absence of the records responsive to BCUC 10.11, please provide an

estimate of the time to prepare the following documents into executive and accounting time for
the 2012 Application:

B-1 (the application)

B-1-1 (amendment to the application) and
B-2 (response to 70 questions from the commission)

Response: All ofthe time allocated to applications is executive time. As noted above, the response to queries 9
hours, the initial application 15 hours and its amendment 19 hours, for a total of 43 hours.

2.3 In Exhibit B-7 filed on November 30, 2016 Stargas stated:

"70. Management fees: Our application contemplates an aggregate management fee of
$88,127; included in that estimate was $8,044 in respect of the preparation of the BCUC

applications and in responding to interrpgatories, with the balance $80,023 a representation of
those amounts to incurred on an annual basis.

2.4 On December 8s Stargas submitted document B-1-1 titled "submitting an application amending the

Cost of sewice". In that document it illustrated the Rate Application in the table as:

"As filed Test Year As amended Test Year

Management fees $78173 $78,173

1 Rate applications $9,954 $ 4,667 "
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Question 2E Stargas'management fee forecast in section 1.1 of Exhibit B-1 is $82,127 ($BB,L27 less

$6000 for the application). In section 1.3 of Exhibit B-7 it appears as $80,023 ($88,127 less $8,044),
and in seclion 1.5 of Exhibit B-1-1 it appears as $78,I73 ($88,127 less $9,954). Please confirm that the

management fee forecast unrelated to the Application is $78,173 per Exhibit B-1-1, or otherwise explain

what it is.

Response: It is $78,173. Rate application costs are recorded as a separate line item. See response to

Commission Information Requests 13, Round 2.

Question 2F In Exhibit B-1-2 Stargas estimates that responding to the second round of IRs and

drafting argument will cost between $3,000-$5,000 of Mr. Blumes'time, and $15,000-$20,000 of legal

costs. Does the $3,O00-$5,000 estimate reflect an estimate of 20-35 hours at the executive rate?

Please explain. Please also provide a breakdown of the legal fee estimate and the associated rate(s).

Response: Confirmed. The estimate of $3000 to $5000 is an estimate of 20-35 hourc at Mr. Blumes

executive rate. Refer please to our response to BCUC IR 2 Questions 13.1, 13.2 and 13.3 for a

breakdown of the estimate of legal fees.

3.O Historical Management Fees

Question 3A Based on Stargas'annual reports to the Commission, please confirm that the following

management, administration, transportation, and O&M fees are accurately presented for each year:

Year Management Fee Administration Transportation* O&M
2012 76,6AA 110,912 85,864 771,940
2013 77,400 L7L,325 89,947 L13,27O

2014 80,800 L!7,798 92,995 Lt7,A54
2015 79,915 114,998 91,135 109,97!
2016 81,800 120,656 94,738 LtB,494

Please also confirm that the management fee forecast for the 2013 test year presented in

the 2012 Application was $77,466.

*Reflects Annual Repofts"'Costs and Expenses" tables' totals of "Terasen Gas - costs"

Response The above table accurately reflecb dre amounts recorrded.

4.A Delivery Rate Components

Question 4A The table on page L7 of Exhibit B-1 was prepared prior to the adjustment made in

Exhibit B-1-1 in which the Amoftization and Payments - term debt were amended. Please provide an

updated table that hiqhlights the changes , so as to clearly understand the impacts of the amended

application.

Response: Please refer to our response to BCUC ru Q13 and to fhe table attached to this response.
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On page 1 of Exhibit B-1 Stargas states "If approved to include debt service in place of amortization.

Stargas would, in future refinancing transactions, redeem higher cost preferred shares with lower

cost term loans". Does Stargas expect its cost of debt to increase as shareholders'equity investment

decreases as a result of such future reflnancing transactions? Please provide any views provided to

Stargas by its lender, including any additional requirements it might have to continue lending at that

time.

Response: Stargas understands that the BCUC Benchmark return, upon which Stargas dividends are

calculated, is responsive to movements in interest rates so that should interest rates spike, one would

anticipate a collateral increase in the benchmark return. Therefore, Stargas assumes at this time that

replacing higher cost preferred shares with bank debt would lower the cost of capital included in its cost

ofservice, and all otherthings being equal, a corresponding reduction in Stargas'delivery rate.

While Stargas has had discussions with its lender on a prospective refinancing to be concluded effective

June 1,2019, those discussions general in nature. However, as is typical in a private enterprise, Stargas

financing provided currently by the TD bank is supported by offbalance sheet security including

corporate guarantees' of CMI Holdings (1998) lnc. (Stargas'parent company) and the personal guarantee

of Mr. M.A. Blumes. Stargas understands that such security will continue to be required for any

replacement financing in the future.

5.O Installation costs

From Document B-11 Mr. Blumes states:

"As regards ownership of gas meters, the customer "payment" for the gas meter is a

contribution in aid Of construction (CIAC) and not a purchase Of tne gas meter. Stargas

retains ownership Of the gas meter;_ the CIAC is an offset that reduces the utility's rate

base. The utility has, then, no residual net capital cost in meters."

Question 5A Does Stargas record the CIAC as revenue received on the financial statements?

Response: No it does not; the receipt of the CIAC is set offagainst the cost incurred.

Question 58 Please confirm that Stargas does not account for Gas Meters or Service lines as

capital assets?

Response: Gas meters and service lines (from Stargas mains to customer meters) are not recorded

as capital assets as for accounting purposes their cost is offset by the contribution of that amount

made by the customer.

6.0 Order G-8O-O2

The Commission held a public meeting

81,'

in Silver Star Village on October 29,2002. Order G-80-02 states:



"Whereas:

E. Intervenors have provided submissions on the Application;

F. In response to a request from Intervenors, Stargas has agreed to entertain some form of
customer base investment in Stargas preferred shares and/or a community-owned enti$;

Question 6A Please describe what efforts were made from November 2002 onward towards

customer investment in Stargas preferred shares and/or a community-owned entity.

Response: Stargas did, at that time, follow up with individuals at the resort, who Stargas

understood might have had an interest in investment in Stargas, to discuss some form of customer

base investment. Those discussions, including with the Intervenor who requested that Stargas

entertain customer base investment, did not result in any interest in investment or other community

involvement in Stargas.

7.O Commodity-Related Management Costs

From Exhibit B-10

"AnnuaI Commodity Application

- Develop, on concert with Independent Energy, purchase plan - in daing so, consider

cosVbenefit of seeking to purchase forward contracts recognizing if we feel markets might offer

savings in doing so, these projected savings must be greater than the incremental costs in

management time negotiating with supplier and in addressing requirements of the BCUC."

From Exhibit B-3 (Question 3e Page 9b)

"Stargas, as a customer taking the volumes that we do is slotted into one or another Fortis

commercial rate category and precluded from accepting deliveries as a residential customer.

As a step in the development of our natural gas purchase plan we consider Fortis, alternative
suppliers and marketers.

.....The following might be instructive- as a commercial customer purchasing gas under Rate 5
(a category available to us, we'd have purchased last winter's 29028.6GJb for $83242, while

operating under rate 25, taking supply at index from station 2 rather that Sumas wed
purchased29,0258.6 ( typo noted; it should read 29028.6) for $52804. In recent days, at
Index and with the detivery from Station 2 at $2.05 per GJ while Fortis rate 5 prices at $2.61."

Question 7A The table below is based on a review of comrnodity costs reflected in FortisBc (mainland)

and Stargas residential bills. Please confirm the figures presented and complete the table for Rate 5's

commodity cost, to properly compare the commodiW rate diflerence between Stargas and Rate 5 over the

last 2 years. Note the table only reflects the months in which either FortisBC (mainland) or Stargas

implemented commodity rate changes.

2015

January

FortisBC (mainland)t Slargas

el

$5.12 $7 69

Rate 5



April

November

2016

January

Apit

October

November

$s.82

$3.82

$2.64

$2.06

$2.97

$2.97

$7.6e

$2.95

$2.95

$2.95

$2.95

$5. 15

$100 per month

$100 per month

$100 per month

basic charge for residential condominiums as

Response: Stargas submits that the information requested is not relevant to this Application and

accordingly, declines to provide the information requested. The Application before the Commission is to

establish Stargas' delivery rate. Stargas will file an application to address commodity rates effective from

November L,2A17 in the August/September of 2017; its current commodity rate of $5.28 per gigajoule

was approved by BCUC Order G-158-16 on October 28th, 2016. .

As stated by the Commission Chair in the Streamlined Review Proceeding, matters such as changes to the

commodity rate, are not related to the current Application (Transcript, Volume 1, page 1, lines 15-18).

8,O Basic Charges for Strata Condominiumsi

In the SSPOA's experience basic charges vary between condominium complexes: $15; some

complexes have a basic charge of $15 and others as described below.

Creekside (144 units in 5 buildings)

Silver Creek (69 units)

Snowbird (56 units)

Firelight (67 units)

Question 8A What are the criteria for determining the
well as mixed residential/rental condominiums?

5 X $25 = $125 per month

Response: As provided in our tariff, if the volume supplied through a single meter greater than 2,000
gigajoules annually, the account is classified as "large commercial" and is charged a basic fee of $100
per month. if the volume supplied is less than 2,000 gigajoules annually but classified as commercial
(refer to our response to SSPOA C1-6 on sales tax) that meter is classified as "small commercial" and

charged a monthly basic fee of $25. If a residence offered as available for short-term rentals, it
deemed as commercial and is subject to the small conrmercial rate of $25 per month.
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